
Drones, droids, and more
 
Ludwig Hausmann: There are a lot of machines that are being talked about. There are drones. 
There are droids: small robots walking the streets. Then there could be parcel lockers—not 
stationary ones, but ones that are mounted on top of autonomous vehicles and circulate 24/7 in 
residential areas.
 
John Murnane: I think you will see drones. Maybe not drones flying from a warehouse in the 
suburbs, over the city, and into your home. But I think you’ll see, within residential-delivery 
networks, a truck pull up with ten drones that go out and deliver to each of the locations, just to 
get scale in the economics of delivery.
 
Neelesh Mundra: One of the biggest technology advancements for delivery by 2030, potentially, 
is going to be drones extending reach in India, which has always been a struggle for typical 
parcel-delivery players.
 
Florian Neuhaus: What parcel delivery could look like is that you have a central place—maybe for 
all communities—and there’s a street, and you have one drop-off place. There will be robots that 
basically pick up the stuff from there, bring it to our homes, and put it in our fridges, because we’ll 
all own robots that make our bed, do the laundry, whatever.
 
Ludwig Hausmann: In China, people are talking about tunnels where parcels will shoot up to the 
basement of big apartment buildings, so they don’t even congest or hit the roads at all.

Delivery from local stores
 
Neelesh Mundra: Can I actually deliver offline from the local mom-and-pop store? That mom-
and-pop store then becomes the delivery agent for that particular locality. The beauty of that 
is, the efficiencies are so high because that mom-and-pop store owner individually knows the 
people in the locality, so the chance of a delivery attempt being a failure is almost nil. So I think 
that the disruption of using online to offline is probably going to be one of the big things for Indian 
companies in the next four or five years.
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Ludwig Hausmann: You enable stock that’s out there in the store and behind the storefront 
in the city; you make that available for online shopping and get it delivered same day. This is 
something parcel companies need to find a solution for—that they have dual sourcing, both from 
distribution centers and also from local stores, but in an economical, consolidated, milk-run-type 
fashion. And that’s what a lot of smart people are working on these days.

Tomorrow’s workforce
 
John Murnane: The core employee at a major integrator or parcel company is going to look more 
like a data and analytics hound than, you know, customer-service oriented—getting out in the 
field, working in the sun. And so I think these companies do need to figure out how to change the 
culture of their organization because it’s going to be more analytically driven. 

Neelesh Mundra: India’s got a large population and a large young population. What I see is that 
this population is going to want to do freelance work. What that’s going to mean is that even if you 
are going to college from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., from 5:00 pm to 8:00 p.m., you may decide to be 
a delivery person for your locality, which you know better than anyone else.

Shocks and disruptions
 
John Murnane: I think there’s a chance for one of the incumbents or one of the new entrants to 
emerge and really create a distinctive enough offering that is personal, that is trusted, that is 
customized, where a consumer’s loyalty becomes to that logistics provider. The customer says, 
“Look, I have a weekly delivery by my logistics provider, and so the retailers, the grocers, the 
whatever—you’re going to fit into that.” That would be disruptive. And I think there’s the potential 
for that to happen.
 
Florian Neuhaus: I could think about 3-D printing, right? If you could locally produce, in your 
house, anything that you need, it would change the entire landscape of last-mile delivery, the 
entire landscape of the supply-chain warehousing right now. Now, current predictions, I think, are 
that up to 30 percent or 35 percent of items can be 3-D printed. But, I mean, if you think about a 
“black-swan event,” yes, maybe we could go further with that. And that would change everything.

Ludwig Hausmann and Florian Neuhaus are both partners in McKinsey’s Munich office, Neelesh Mundra is a 
partner in the Mumbai office, and John Murnane is a senior partner in the Atlanta office. 
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